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Estimating the thickness of hydrated ultrathin poly(o-phenylenediamine)
film by atomic force microscopy
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Abstract

A novel method to measure ultrathin poly(o-phenylenediamine) (PPD) film electropolymerized on gold electrode in liquid was developed.
It is based on the force versus distance curve (force curve) of atomic force microscopy (AFM). When 1–0.25�m/s was chosen as the rising
rate of the scanner, and 50% of the confidence interval (CI) as the qualifying threshold value, the thickness of the hydrated polymer film
could be calculated. This result was compared with one obtained from an AFM image. A step-like electrode fabricated by a photolithographic
process was used. The height difference of the electrode before and after the PPD coating was imaged in liquid, and then the real thickness,
19.6±5.2 nm, was obtained. The sample was also measured by estimating the transition range of the force curve of hydrated PPD film, and the
thickness of the hydrated PPD film was determined to be 19.3±8.2 nm. However, the results calculated by integrating the electropolymerized
charge for the oxidation process ofo-phenylenediamine (o-PD) was only one-third as large as it was when using the two previously described
methods. This indicated that the structure of hydrated PPD film might have been swollen.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In order to improve the selectivity of biosensors, a variety
of polymer films were often used to modify the electrode
surface as a selective layer to recognize specific molecules
or as a functional matrix to immobilize an interesting probe,
protein, or enzyme[1]. Electropolymerization of heteroaro-
matic compounds on an electrode surface has become one
of the many effective methods used to modify electrodes
for enzyme entrapment or to apply a stepwise coating as
the outer barrier of a cross-linked enzyme layer. Organic
conducting polymers like polyaniline, polypyrrole, poly-
thiophene, and poly(o-phenylenediamine) (PPD) naturally
have both a pore size and a charged group that prevent
interfering compounds from permeating them, so they have
drawn wide interest in biosensor fabrication in recent years.
By using different electropolymerizing conditions, includ-
ing monomer concentration, solvent conductivity, pH value,
scanning-potential range, and applied scanning cycle, dif-
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ferent characteristics and functions of the conducting films
can be obtained[2–9]. Differences in electropolymerized
polymer film include thickness, surface roughness, pH
response[4,5], electron-transfer kinetics[3,7], protection
against metal corrosion[6], permselectivity for a dissolved
species[2], and electrochromic properties[8]. Furthermore,
the sensing efficiency of the sensor is related to the thick-
ness of the electropolymerized polymer film. For example,
the thickness of polypyrrole affects its potentiometric pH
responses. Thinner film (<2�m) showed good linear re-
sponses to pH changes ranging between 2 and 12[10]. The
effects of the thickness of modified films on surface rough-
ness or morphology[11–15], mass transport[16], charge
transport [17], and measurement of polymer elasticity
[18,19] have been intensively discussed.

Currently, the development of a number of instruments
and techniques to examine the magnitude of film thickness
have been proposed, e.g. the infra-red spectrophotometer
[20], the alpha-step profiler[21], the laser-ultrasound tech-
nique [22], the ellipsometry[23], the optical guided wave
[16], the optical reflectance methodology[24], the elec-
tropolymerization charge (24 mC/cm2, ca. 0.1�m thick for
polypyrrole)[25], etc. Most of these measurement methods,
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however, must be performed in vacuum or in air and be
accompanied by a series of complicated samples, pretreat-
ment, and numerical calculations. Therefore, measuring the
real working thickness of hydrated polymer film in liquid is
still a challenge.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides the topography
based on the feedback of force interaction between the apex
of the AFM’s cantilever tip and the target sample. AFM mea-
surements can be made both in air and in liquid, its images
are high resolution, and complex sample pretreatments are
unnecessary. Because of these attributes and because it can
easily be performed in liquid and directly measure height
difference, AFM has been widely used to measure the mor-
phology of biological samples[26,27]and polymers[28–32]
as well as to estimate the elasticity of soft samples[33–35].
For instance, the nanometer level of thickness of highly ori-
ented poly(tetrafluoroethylene) thin film varying from 7 to
32 nm can be easily determined by AFM topography in air
[36]. In addition to measurement from an image, AFM has
been used to investigate the elasticity of films of different
thicknesses in liquid by means of the force versus distance
curve (force curve)[18]. The Domke and Radmacher study
[18] concluded that the measured elastic properties of thick
gelatin film (>300 nm) seemed to be homogeneous and in-
dependent of the chosen range of analysis. For an extremely
soft and very thin sample, e.g. thin gelatin film (120 nm), the
cantilever tip can completely compress the sample and sense
the underlying stiff substrate. Consequently, the force curve
might be affected by the stiff substrate to produce a larger
calculated Young’s modulus, and the measured modulus de-
pends on the chosen range of analysis. Simultaneously, they
present an important concept for the calculation of the in-
dentation of the cantilever tip by calculating the difference
between the scanner displacement and cantilever deflection
from force curve. Among the results of the Domke and Rad-
macher study, we noted a transitional slope area located in
the middle region of the force curve for thin gelatin mea-
surement. This area showed the penetration of the tip from
the top of gelatin film to the hard underlying substrate.

In the present study, we focused on the force curve
measurement and developed a novel method to estimate
the extent of the transition area of the force curve of hy-
drated PPD film, and then to calculate the film thickness.
To verify the result, a step-like gold/titanium (Au/Ti) elec-
trode evaporated on flat glass was fabricated through the
micro-photolithography process. The actual thickness of the
ultrathin hydrated film was also measured based on height
differences calculated from AFM images.

2. Experimental

2.1. Electropolymerization of PPD film

o-Phenylenediamine (o-PD) was purchased from Riedel-
de Haën (Germany); all other chemicals for fabrication of
the step-like electrodes were from J.T. Baker (USA). The

electropolymerization of PPD film on an Au electrode in
phosphate buffer solution (PBS, pH 7.4) containing 5 mM
of o-PD was carried out with a BAS 100B Electrochemi-
cal Workstation (Bioanalytical Systems Inc., West Lafayette,
IN). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed in an elec-
trochemical cell constructed by the deposited Au electrode,
Pt wire, and Ag/AgCl/3 M NaCl electrode as the working,
counter, and reference electrodes, respectively. The cyclic
scanning condition was set at 50 mV/s from 0 to 900 mV
and then back to 0 mV.

2.2. Fabrication of step-like Au electrode

A step-like Au electrode as the working electrode was
fabricated using the photolithographic techniques of lift-off
and wet chemical etching[37]. A glass slide used as a sub-
strate was immersed first in acetone and then isopropanol
for cleaning before Au deposition. The working electrode
consisted of a 45 nm-thick Au layer deposited on a seed
layer of 35 nm-thick Ti 3.96 mm2 in area with a leading pad
(200�m × 15 mm).

2.3. Thickness estimation from AFM image

A contact model AFM (CP; Park Scientific Instruments
(PSI), Sunnyvale, CA) was used to image the height differ-
ence of the Au electrode before and after electropolymer-
ization of PPD in 10 mM PBS. We used a silicon nitride
cantilever (Microlever 06A; PSI) with 0.05 N/m of force
constant with an integrated tip 3�m in height, a 35◦ half-
cone angle, and a curvature radius of 50 nm. Low-contact
force was chosen to reduce deformation of the PPD sur-
faces. We used a force less than 1.5 nN and a 0.3–1 Hz
scanning rate in thexy-plane followed by a different obser-
vation range. Before image acquisition, the AFM system
scanner was calibrated in thez-axis by a standard specimen
(model TGZ01; NT-MDT Co., Moscow, Russia) 26 nm in
height. When the desired height of the electrode was com-
pared with that of the image, it was placed as completely as
possible in the same area to eliminate the effect of substrate
flatness. In order to reduce the non-linear properties of the
scanner, a suitably sized image was chosen. Furthermore,
in order to determine the edge effect of the step-like elec-
trode, a program was designed using LabVIEW software
(National Instruments (NI) Co., Austin, TX) to estimate
four separate areas located from the electrode edge inward
1�m (region i), 1–2�m (region ii) 2–3�m (region iii), and
3–4�m (region iv).

2.4. Data analysis of force curve

The slope of a force curve is related to the elastic proper-
ties of the sample. The force curve test on a hard Au substrate
is shown inFig. 1a. The non-contact (NC) area indicates that
there was no contact between the cantilever tip and the stiff
substrate when the underlying scanner rose. The deflection
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Fig. 1. The force curve measured on different types of samples during
the extension of the scanner: (a) on hard Au substrate; (b) on hydrated
PPD film in 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4).

of the cantilever (�d) was identical to the scanner displace-
ment (�z) in z direction:�d = �z, as shown in the contact
(C) interval ofFig. 1a. According to the previous study[18],
the hydrated ultrathin PPD film was soft and thin enough.
If a cantilever force constant smaller than the substrate and
larger than the film was chosen, the tip could completely
penetrate the thin film and touch the hard substrate[18]. Its
force curve is shown inFig. 1b. The transition (T) area dis-
plays the penetration of the tip through the hydrated PPD
film. This indentation of the tip would result in a smaller
deflection of the cantilever, and then the thickness of the
hydrated film (δ) would equal the value of�z−�d. Using
LabVIEW (NI) software, we designed and developed a com-
puter program to analyze the force curve by distinguishing
the extent of the transition area from the force curve. For
the program to work, it is essential to determine the starting
and ending point of the transition area. At the beginning of
the force curve, there is no contact between the cantilever
tip and polymer film, thus the deflection of the cantilever is
zero. When the film is successively raised by the scanner, the
starting point of the transient area is located at the first turn-
ing point of the force curve. During the actual measurement,
however, the first point at which the cantilever tip touches
the film is difficult to identify. The cantilever will be affected
by tiny vibration caused by surrounding unstable liquid; the
instability is the result of a thermal effect and the consequent
movement of the scanner. To solve this problem, we applied
a statistical method to represent the vibration distribution of
the cantilever by using the confidence interval to describing
the possible values of a sample distribution. For example,
if the T′ point of Fig. 1b locates at the mean value of the
cantilever vibration, its CI value is approximately 0%. On

the other hand, if the T′′ locates at the point fully over the
cantilever vibration, its assigned CI value is 100%. The be-
ginning position of the transient area was assigned a value
larger than four different qualifying thresholds at 25, 50, 75,
and 95% CI of the NC area. Because the cantilever deflec-
tion in the NC area was regarded as a normal distribution, its
vibration distribution range can be represented by different
CI values. If the cantilever touches the film, it means that an
additive force allows the deflection of the cantilever to move
away from the original vibration, and then the starting point
of the transition area can be identified. Furthermore, as the
film keeps rising, the cantilever tip will penetrate it. When
the cantilever tip touches the substrate, the magnitude of the
cantilever deflection will equal the rising distance of the hard
substrate. Therefore, the slope in the C area can be set at−1
(Fig. 1b). The end point of the T area is located at the inter-
section of the fitting function and the original force curve.
We compared the results obtained using different qualifying
threshold values with the AFM height image to determine
the most suitable CI threshold. In addition, different rising
rates of the scanner ranging from 5 to 0.025�m/s were used
to find the optimum measuring condition.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fabrication of PPD membrane

The CV behavior of electropolymerization in PBS con-
taining 5 mM ofo-PD achieved on the Au electrode is de-
picted by a large irreversible oxidation peak on the first
scan, and then by significantly reduced and falling oxida-
tion current in successive scans (Fig. 2a). This result was
attributed to the film being also resistive, thus hindering fur-
ther monomer oxidation and polymer deposition[4]. The cu-
mulative deposited charge, and its conversion into percent-
age, from 15 cycles of CV scanning between 0 and+0.9 V
are shown inFig. 2b. It can be seen that a plateau value is
almost reached after 5 cycles, and that 96.5% of the charge
has passed through after the 7th cycle. The greater part of the
electro-oxidation to form PPD occurred during the prior CV
scanning. Actually, the monomero-PD, an aniline deriva-
tive, can be electropolymerized in acidic solution so that it
can be developed into a thicker conductive membrane. We
fabricated the PPD membrane in neutral solution through 7
cycles of CV as a sample for our new method of measuring
an ultrathin hydrated-membrane for its potential application
as biomaterial.

Because the PPD film was derived from an oxidized
monomer, its thickness could be theoretically estimated
from the corresponding charge in its electro-oxidation. Be-
fore we did this, we determined the actual surface area by
following the method of Michri and Pshchenichnikov[38];
we calculated it using the charge amount of chemisorbed
oxygen on a gold electrode in 0.5 M of H2SO4. As a result,
we determined the actual area of the resulting gold surface
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Fig. 2. (a) Repetitive cyclic voltammogram for the oxidation of 5 mM
o-PD at 3.96 mm2 Au electrode with an interval of 2 min each cycle in
phosphate buffer solution; scan rate: 50 mV/s. (b) Total charge density
and accumulative percentage vs. number of cycles.

to be 1.9 times as large as its geometric area. We also calcu-
lated the charge density via 7-cycle electropolymerization
to be 11.6 mC/cm2. Alternatively, using molecular modeling
of o-PD monomer, one could determine its cross-sectional
dimension of ca. 3 Å × 5 Å and its depth of 1.4 Å, and
the film thickness may be calculated by the number of
monomer units deposited by a two-electron transfer during
the oxidation of o-PD [39]. Consequently, PPD films poly-
merized via 7 cycles by CV scanning and with a thickness
of ca. 7.6 ± 1.2 nm (n = 6) were obtained.

3.2. Height difference from AFM image

The topographical image of the bare Au electrode fabri-
cated by the wet etching process depicts a sharp step-like
edge (Fig. 3a). This topography makes it relatively simple
to measure the edge of the electrode, which helps us to com-
pare the height difference before and after electropolymer-
ization. The fabrication based on the lift-off process shows
a slowly rising slope at the edge of the electrode (Fig. 3b).
The slope can be attributed to the interference of photoresist
of the castle-like model with the gold particles deposited by
evaporation during the fabrication of the Au electrode [37].

The scanner is made of piezoelectric material. This means
that the scanner movement not only has a non-linear rela-
tionship corresponding to the applied voltage, which lets the
derivation between actual and ideal displacement increase
with larger scanning size, but also that it has a cross-coupling
effect resulting in a spurious z-axis displacement when per-
forming a scan in the x- or y-axis direction. Consequently, a
piezoelectric tube scans not in a plane, but in an arc. When

Fig. 3. Comparison of shape of bare electrodes from different photolithog-
raphy process: (a) wet chemical etching process; (b) lift-off process. Up-
per image is the electrode topography. Lower image is the profile of the
dash line.

we actually measured it, the arc appeared as a significant
curvature of more than 20 �m with the largest height differ-
ence about 20 nm across the electrode plane (Fig. 4a). If the
scan size was controlled within 10 �m, however, the largest
height difference was only 5 nm (Fig. 4b). This so-called
cross-coupling effect tends to decrease with smaller scan-
ning size. We therefore chose to evaluate the height of Au
deposited on the electrode in the 10 �m mode.

A comparison of the AFM topography of the Au electrode
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Fig. 4. Effect of non-linear properties of scanner on different scanning
size: (a) 20 �m; (b) 10 �m. Upper image is the electrode topography.
Lower image is the profile of the dash line.

in liquid before and after the PPD was modified as shown
in Fig. 5. We found that the region ranging from the elec-
trode edge inward 1.8 �m included a deposited layer with
larger particles along the electrode edge (Fig. 5c and d). This
suggested that a higher current density accompanied by a
more sufficient diffusion occurred at the electrode edge at
the same time as the oxidation of o-PD. This is called the
edge effect. To compare the change in the surface roughness
of the deposits on the Au electrode, after electropolymeriza-

tion we measured the area with a 4 �m scan. A location not
at the electrode edge was chosen to avoid the interference
of the edge effect. The root mean square roughness of the
bare electrode and the electrode after PPD modification was
1.8 and 3.1 nm, respectively. When we zoomed in to 1 �m
on the same scanning area, the gold nodules were clearly
visible, and the mean sizes of nodules of raw gold and nod-
ules after PPD coating were approximately 60 and 85 nm,
respectively (Fig. 6). The greater surface roughness can be
attributed to the larger size of the nodules.

The statistical evaluation of electrode height and surface
roughness before and after PPD coating is shown in Fig. 7.
Mean deposited film thickness close to the electrode edge
(first two regions in Fig. 7) was slightly thicker than in the
region farthest from the edge (fourth region in Fig. 7). The
surface roughness data strongly showed that the closer to
the electrode edge, the greater the roughness. PPD thickness
was calculated by integrating the oxidation charge of o-PD
from 0 to +0.9 V, and by applying the AFM image described
above. The thickness obtained from the AFM image was
about three times that estimated from the oxidation charge.
This result may be attributed to either the hydrated PPD
film becoming swollen [7], or to the polymerization of o-PD
requiring spatial coordination, not compact polymerization
one by one. Therefore, we offered the real thickness obtained
from the AFM image as the standard value for the calculation
of force curve.

3.3. Film thickness from force curve

The force curve presented here was an alternative method
for measuring the PPD thickness. Fig. 1 shows the virtually
measured force curves for the stiff Au electrode and the soft
hydrated PPD film. To compare the measuring force curve
of the Au electrode, the force curve of the hydrated PPD
film was obviously observed a transitional area. The silicon
nitride tip was chemically inert and measured the film in
10 mM PBS (pH 7.4), which decreases the protonization of
PPD [4] and diminishes the double-layer effect [40]. As a
result, the surface of the tip showed a slight negative charge
and the PPD film had a slight positive charge in PBS. There
is no obvious repulsive force between the tip and the PPD
film, and the electrolyte concentration of 10 mM should pre-
vent the effect of hydration force induced by over hundreds
of millimolars of electrolyte [40]. Therefore, the effects of
the chemical factors on force curve measurement were not
discussed.

To avoid the interference of the edge effect, we chose 30
points located 4 �m from the edge. We tested using seven
different rising rates of the scanner (0.025, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
1, 2, and 5 Hz) and four different deviations of threshold
for the measured force curve (25, 50, 75, and 95% CI). For
each rising rate of the scanner, the force curves were per-
formed 30 times at different positions on the PPD film, and
the thickness was calculated (Table 1). After qualification
by different CI criteria, we found that the 50% CI threshold
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Fig. 5. Comparison of electrode topography of the same area before and after PPD electropolymerization: (a) bare electrode in liquid at 20 �m; (c) after
PPD film modification in liquid at 20 �m; (b) and (d) zoom in to 10 �m on (a) and (c), respectively.

provided a value closest to the one obtained by image mea-
surement. The measurement provided at 25% CI was too
thick, because it could not fully represent the main part of
the free vibration range in the NC area. By using more than
the 50% CI sampling, the extra cantilever deflection caused
by the hydrated film was included to NC area, so the mea-
surements were too thin, especially for 95% CI.

Different rising rates of the scanner were used to de-
termine optimum measuring conditions. With 50% CI as
the qualifying threshold, only the three successive measure-
ments at the rising rates of 1, 0.5, and 0.25 �m/s were rel-
atively close to the ca. 19.3 nm figure based on the AFM

Table 1
Thickness of hydrated PPD film calculated by different qualifying threshold (25, 50, 75, and 95% CI) vs. different rising rate of scanner

Confidence
interval(%)

Thickness of hydrated PPD film (nm) (n = 30), rate (�m/s)

2 1 0.5 0.25 0.1 0.025

25 20.4 ± 9.1 22.9 ± 10.9 22.4 ± 11.9 25.2 ± 13.5 25.2 ± 13.9 31.1 ± 7.7
50 17.8 ± 7.1 18.8 ± 7.1 19.3 ± 8.2 19.6 ± 8.2 21.7 ± 8.6 28.3 ± 8.7
75 16.4 ± 7.2 15.9 ± 6.3 18.1 ± 9.0 18.1 ± 8.2 19.8 ± 8.7 26.0 ± 7.5
95 14.2 ± 7.2 13.6 ± 6.2 15.1 ± 6.2 16.8 ± 7.6 14.5 ± 4.3 20.5 ± 7.3

image. In general macroscopic view, using different load-
ing rates of force, the bulk polymer material shows a brit-
tle behavior at a fast loading rate of force and a creeping
behavior at a slow rate [41]. If the rising rate were set to
be excessively fast, such as at 2 �m/s, the thickness mea-
surement would be smaller (ca. 17.8 ± 7.1 nm, at 50% CI).
When the rising rate was increased to 5 �m/s in our experi-
ment, the transient area of the force curve would disappear.
This can be attributed to one of the two causes: (1) a violent
turbulence caused primarily by the viscosity drag of the so-
lution to lead to an unstable acquisition condition [40]; or
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Fig. 6. Comparison of AFM image of electrode surface: (a) bare electrode;
(b) after PPD film modification. Brighter spots are the nodules.

(2) the effect of brittle behavior of the polymer film on the
measurement of force curve at a fast loading rate of force.
On the other hand, the thickness measurement was larger at
the lower rising rates, particularly at 0.025 �m/s. This result

Fig. 7. Statistical chart of electrode height and surface roughness at
four different regions: (i) from edge inward to 1 �m (film thickness,
21.8 ± 6.3 nm); (ii) from 1 to 2 �m (film thickness, 21.5 ± 3.7 nm); (iii)
from 2 to 3 �m (film thickness, 20.1 ± 5.0 nm); and (iv) from 3 to 4 �m
(film thickness, 19.6 ± 5.2 nm). HB: electrode height before coating; HA:
electrode height after coating; RB: surface roughness before coating; RA:
surface roughness after coating.

suggested that the cantilever was more sensitive to the inter-
active force between the tip and the surface of PPD film and
that the creep behavior of polymer film resulted in a longer
force-buffer area. We determined, therefore, that rising rates
of 1, 0.5, and 0.25 �m/s are most suitable for the measure-
ment of the resulting PPD film. In addition to the effect of
the loading rate of force, the radius of the tip could affect
the results of the force curve. The sharper tip with a 10 nm
radius and the same force constant (0.046 N/m, Nanosen-
sor, Germany) was used once to measure the same hydrated
film. But the transitional area could not be apparently ob-
tained. This result suggested that, at the same force loading,
the larger contact area of the tip was more sensitive than the
smaller to the interactive force between the tip and the film.
The tip with larger radius was more suitable for measuring
ultrathin film.

In this study, the first contact point between the can-
tilever tip and PPD film was figured out by using the statistic
method from force curve. In Domke and Radmacher study
[18], they chose a point being a value of cantilever deflec-
tion larger than 10 nm for the first point of analytical range.
The contact point Z0 and d0 is not used as the first point of
the analytical range owing to its absolute value being un-
known. As a result, the thinner the gelatin thickness is, the
closer the analysis range is to the hard substrate. It results in
measuring a larger than actual value elasticity of the sample.
However, the contact point can be determined in our exper-
iment, a more virtual value of the elasticity of ultrathin film
may be measured, one that does not reflect the effect of the
substrate.

4. Conclusions

This is the first time that AFM has been used to eval-
uate the thickness of electropolymerized PPD film in liq-
uid by analyzing the relationship of force curves. The result
demonstrated good agreement with the value obtained by es-
timating the height difference of the AFM image before and
after electropolymerization. We also found that using rising
rates of 1–0.25 �m/s and a 50% CI as the qualifying thresh-
old constituted the most suitable conditions for determining
the thickness of the hydrated polymer film. The AFM im-
age technique result that the thickness of hydrated PPD film
was approximately three-fold that was determined by cal-
culating the deposited charge indicates that integrating the
electropolymerized charge will not lead to the real thickness
because of the swelling of the hydrated PPD film. Further-
more, the technique of analyzing AFM force curve behavior
in liquid provides a reliable method for obtaining the true
thickness of polymer film too thin to be measured by optical
microscope. However, the edge effect during the process in
electropolymerization should not be neglected. This method
can also be applied to measuring in liquid the thickness of
other PPD films using different electropolymerizing condi-
tions.
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